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16 students Podium Project fulfilled: drought of trophies SLUH
travel to
over as XC takes second at State
removes
D.C. for
chapel
Ignatian
cloud to
Family
avoid fire
Teach-In
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Peter Campbell
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his week was rife with
political activity, and
over the weekend students
from St. Louis U. High had
the opportunity to be part
of the commotion. A group
of 16 students from all grade
levels, led by campus minister Meg Beugg, traveled to
Washington, D.C. to attend
the Ignatian Family Teach-In
for Justice.
The Ignatian Family
Teach-In for Justice (IFTJ)
is the largest annual Catholic advocacy gathering in the
country. Taking place in an
Arlington, Va. Marriott hotel,
just across the Potomac from
Washington, D.C., the IFTJ
was attended by over 2000
students from Jesuit high
schools and universities from
across the continent. IFTJ
gives students an opportunity to learn more about social
justice issues and practice
advocacy through hearing
keynote speakers, attending
breakout sessions, and, ultimately, traveling to Capitol
Hill to meet with Missouri
senators’ staffs.
The group arrived in
D.C. late Friday evening following a one hour rain delay, and returned to St. Louis
Monday night.
Saturday morning, the
skies had cleared up and the
group had time to explore
the National Mall before IFTJ
commenced. They visited the
White House, the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial, and
the National Museum of African American History and
Culture. Since its opening in
2016, the museum has been
notoriously difficult to get
into due to its popularity.
“I really enjoyed the
Museum of African American History and Culture. It
was really enlightening, and
I learned a lot,” said junior

The seven State finishers for XC.
BY Chris Staley and Peter

LaBarge
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leventh, 10th, 10th, 2nd. After three years of getting nowhere near the podium (placing
in the top four), the St. Louis U.
High cross country team was
able to achieve its goal, named
the “Podium Project,” set years
ago after the 11th place fin-
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ish. Despite many factors that
could have slowed the Jr. Bills
and made them lose their confidence, their heart and drive for
a state trophy pushed them to
a state performance that hasn’t
happened since before the current seniors arrived at SLUH.
Since last January, the team
has called this season the “Podium Project” to emphasize the

goal of getting the Jr. Bills back
on the podium. This year was
the team’s 41st appearance and
the 26th consecutive appearance at the State meet. In those
41 years, the team has captured
14 trophies—six of them being
championships. In the last 10
years, the team has won three
times with seven podium finishes, but none in the past three

years.
“After that first time we
were 11th and not on the podium and didn’t perform well,
that senior group (Joe Laughlin,
Thomas Leeker, William Kelly)
really started putting things in
place that we see today,” said
head coach Joe Porter. “There
were three guys who ran in state

continued on page 7

400 students host 300 families at Open House;
Innovation Lab opened for first time
BY Ben Klevorn and Matthew Thibodeau
CORE STAFF, STAFF		

S

tudents in grades 5 through
9 from across the St. Louis
area flocked to St. Louis U.
High last Sunday for the annual Open House. More than 300
families received tours, saw a
wide range of clubs and activities, and interacted with many
of the roughly 400 SLUH students present. The Admissions
Department hoped to give prospective families a look into the
various ways SLUH students
can be involved and supported
in their school community.
Just over 300 families attended the Open House, the
majority of whom were seventh graders. This year’s event
saw nearly the same number
of families as last year’s Open
continued on page 4 House, but it continues a fairly
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Junior Alex Fox giving a prospective family a tour.

steady decline in attendance,
largely due to the implementation of newer admissions
events, such as SLUH Night
and Inside SLUH visits.
This year’s event retained

Alumni Art Show

Art can extend beyond the boundaries of of well-filtered Instagram
pictures, and many of our alumni
from a variety of classes have contributed works of different styles
and themes. Page 2
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PE day off

The SLUH PE Department took a
trip off campus this week to discuss
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many pieces of prior Open
Houses, but also saw several
notable changes.
This year, multiple departments—admissions,
tuition
and financial aid, student supSports

Swim

port services and counseling,
college counseling, diversity
and inclusion, and Upward
Bound—were present in the
Danis Lobby to answer com-

t Pentecost, the Holy
Spirit breathed upon
the Apostles and tongues
of fire appeared over their
heads. However, despite
the chapel being a religious
space, St. Louis U. High has
decided against fire coming
down over students heads.
As a result, SLUH took
down the clouds, fabric that
surrounded the lights, in
order to reduce the risk of
a fire.
“(The fabric around
the lights) could be a potential issue for a cause of fire,”
said Director of Facilities
Joe Rankin, ‘83.
This hazard is due to
the eight foot long fluorescent lights not being
switched to LED lights,
while almost all the other
lights, including the others
on the ceiling, have already
been switched.
“We continue to replace our fluorescent lights
because they are both more
efficient and not prone to
failure like the older ballasts,” said president of
SLUH Alan Carruthers via
email.
While switching the
lights from ballasts to LEDs
improves the lighting in the
chapel and decreases the
fire risk, the condition of
the fabric also was a hazard.
“This is a little bit of
an assumption … the fabric
had not been fireproofed,
as far as the fabric getting
fireproof reapplied to it nor
has it been cleaned in a long
long long time,” said Rankin
of the condition the clouds.
In addition to the
clouds being a potential fire
hazard, they also accumulated a lot of dust inside the
chapel, because they were
difficult or near impossible
to clean without being taken down.
“Everybody is breathing in that dirt that is being

continued on page 4
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Alumni art show in gallery showing range of works
BY Noah Apprill-Sokol
and Nathan Rich

REPORTERS		

C

eramics, art, and alumni, oh my! Saint Louis
U. High’s current art exhibit
showcases a wide range of artwork created by alumni. Art
teachers Joan Bugnitz, Sarah
Rebholz, and Sean Powers organized the exhibit.
There has been an art
show each semester for the
past three years; the show in
the beginning of last year featured prints done by alumni.
The three art teachers decided
to expand their alumni engagement by inviting alumni
to create all types of artwork
for this year’s exhibit.
“Our conversations in
the past have always had the
plan to have an alumni art
show. When we were deciding
what to do for last school year
in the gallery, we didn’t quite
have the resources to put together an alumni show,” said
Sarah Rebholz. “The alumni
prints gave us confidence to
attempt to reach out further
and bring in alumni who were
involved in more of the visual
arts.”
The Fine Arts Department, with the help of the
third floor Advancement
Team, has been able to reach
out to many different alumni
in the art field.
“It has been a long process to be able to get in contact with these people, to put

a list together, and to organize
the art exhibit itself,” said
Rebholz. “It has been a lot of
work, but really fun to get to
meet some of these guys to get
to know them on a more personal level. A lot of these guys
Ms. Bugnitz did teach when
they went to school here.
Some were even here when
the art program was just getting started here at SLUH.”
This year’s alumni art
exhibit, which has been open
since Oct. 4, contains many
different media, from wood
and ceramics craftsmanship
to paintings and photography.
The Fine Arts Department hopes to inspire the artist in every SLUH student by
showing the success of SLUH
graduates in the field of visual
arts.
“There are people out
there that do this full time,
who work as artists and find
their happiness in that. Success is not always measured
in dollar amount,” said Rebholz. “I think that this may
be a starting point, something
that our students can relate to.
There is that bridge that is created, instead of a random artist coming in. It is nice to have
that connection with the current student and the alumni.”
In addition, the exhibit
features art from different alums who range from the class
of 1969 to the class of 2013.
“We thought it would
be good to have this show in

conjunction with the SLUH
bicentennial celebration,” said
Rebholz. “With the idea of
celebrating the school’s 200
years, we wanted to bring
back alums who had been really involved in the arts while
attending school here, then
gone on to major in visual arts
and to form careers.”
The alumni artists come
from a range of different backgrounds and occupations.
“There is a really nice
variety in the art work,” said
Rebholz. “We have some
painters and drawers, but we
also have sculptors, a ceramic
artist, and an industrial designer.”
Notable artists include
David Rhoads, ’06, who currently works as the collections
manager at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York
City, and alum Bill Christman, ’69 and Mike Killian, ’73
who worked parts of the City
Museum.
Many of the art classes
have visited the exhibit.
“Wednesday, I brought
some of my students in here
in preparation for an assignment that we are doing on
composition in my class,” said
Rebholz. “Our Architecture
Club has also visited to study
a model that was created by
one of our alums. I have sent
ceramic students in here to
see the ceramics and any of
the three-dimensional art.”
Current art teacher Sean

Powers, ’05, also has work on
display.
“I’m really honored to be
able to show my work with
some of these guys, because of
their careers—they’ve made
a name for themselves and
their work, it’s really profound
work.”
The subjects of the art in
the exhibit are almost as diverse as the artists themselves:
working violins, stylish chairs,
and even corndog art can be
found in the showroom.

Alumni art show.

PE Department takes Thursday off
to discuss curriculum
BY Sam Tarter
STAFF			

T

he Physical Education Department met off campus
last Thursday to review their
current curriculum and see
what the future developmental phase of the department
will be. The four classes, which
include PE, Weights, Yoga,
and Health, were all explored
in detail, and possibilities for
assessment tools for the new
design of the classes were discussed as well.
“We spent a lot of time on
assessing our curriculum and
seeing where we are at with it,
which is going hand in hand
with what we are doing now as
an entire faculty, by looking at
your curriculum and assessing
it,” said PE teacher Gary Kornfeld.
The department focused
on implementing observation

and demonstration in classes.
Health classes, which are led
by Nurse Scott Gilbert, currently implements these tools
the most.
“(In health) we can certainly do a lot of observation.
We do group work in health
class, and as I observe groups
working together and having
dialogue and talking about
different exercises and lessons that we are participating
in, observation can be a way
for me to assess,” said Gilbert.
“We also have a couple of assignments in health where
students go home and build
things, and that demonstrates
to me that they have a working knowledge of the different
things that we are covering in
health class, specifically in our
disease models that we build.”
Oral interpretation was
another main idea that was

heavily emphasized in discussion about health classes.
“Instead of a written presentation or paper, let’s get up
in front of the class and talk for
a certain amount of time about
this subject or topic. We have
many opportunities during the
course of the semester for the
students to express themselves
and to really show me and the
class their knowledge based
on an oral interpretation of a
given subject,” said Gilbert.
Despite focusing on assessment tools that will be implemented into the classes in
the future, the tools and methods of learning that health
classes currently use were also
brought up to focus on everything that is still working. The
department found exit interviews to be a good assessment
tool, in which a student talks
to a teacher for about 20 minutes to discuss the semester or
quarter and how health has
impacted his way of thinking.
Weights classes focused
mainly on demonstration, including proper technique and
safety, while PE focused on
observation and wanting students to maintain effort, good
sportsmanship, and teambuilding skills.
These techniques and assessment tools can be applied
to yoga classes as well, and the
department is very happy with
where the yoga classes have
come and what they offer to
art | Harrison Petty students.

“We’re happy with the
growth of the yoga program
within the PE curriculum,
and, at this time, we don’t see
any need for changes to our
offerings,” said PE teacher Patrick Zarrick.
Among the different ways
to better their classes, the department also brought up the
social aspect and how that can
affect students.
“We were really engaged
in a conversation about social
skills and how weights and PE
can bring out some of the social elements of a student. We
feel that social skills are huge
and it is something that we
feel students can really benefit
from, so I think having PE and
weights in place provides an
avenue for kids to develop social abilities,” said Gilbert.
The department is happy
the current curriculum, and
they enjoyed the day off to
connect with one another.
“It was good to get together as a staff, and it was nice
to talk about what we’re doing
in physical education, weights,
and health, and making sure
we are on course to do what
we should be,” said Kornfeld.
“It was great to be together
with Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Zarrick because sometimes you
don’t always get that time.
Even when you’re (at SLUH),
you always get pulled in different directions, so it was great
to have a day away where we
could assess our curriculum.”

Powers, who walks by the
show every day on the way to
the art room, commented on
his favorite pieces.
“A piece that’s really
grown on me is by Steve Kuppinger. He built a face mask
and a hat. It’s leather, and fibers, and beads. I was curious
what it would look like on an
actual person.”
The mask, entitled Olde
Smoke, is one of the first
things you see upon walking
into the exhibit and features

an attention-grabbing display
of colors. Steve Kuppinger, the
artist, is from the class of 1999
and currently works as an art
teacher at Lafayette Academy.
Powers also commented
on a photograph by Mark
Douglas, class of 1978, which
depicts a zoomed in shot of
the pages of a book. Powers
was impressed by the image,
which he says requires close
attention to actually see what
it is. “It’s really elegant, it’s
subtle, it’s intriguing visually
and thematically, so I really
liked his piece.”
The picture, named Book
84, is in the back of the exhibit. Douglas describes his
pieces as “the physical manifestation of looking, wondering, and sometimes learning.”
The Fine Arts Department has also organized reception in the gallery for Nov.
15, which they encourage the
whole SLUH community to
attend.
“I think it will be a really
cool experience,” said Rebholz. “I encourage the SLUH
community to come see the
artwork and talk to the artist.
I know that many are excited
for this opportunity to be involved.”
The Fine Arts Department strongly encourages
students to visit the gallery
any time between 8:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. before it closes
Nov. 30.
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Artist of the
Fortnight:
Chris Hartung
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Hartung was selected to play guitar for the
Jazz U. All Star group to play with the best
high school jazz musicians.

“Honestly I felt like I didn’t deserve it,
cause all the people who were in that
before me, and the guys that were in
groups above me in Jazz U. in previous
years have all graduated, and they’re
all off at Berkley and Eastman and all
of these really good music schools. ...
It’s a little weird, but it was still really
cool,” said Hartung.
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The excitement of voting: first time voters take to the polls
BY Paul Gillam
EDITOR IN CHIEF

B

y 5:50 a.m., senior Justin
King was already in line.
Despite waking up at five, half
an hour earlier than usual, he
was wide awake. Nothing, not
even the dark, mid-40 degree
morning, could dampen his
excitement. It was Nov. 6: election day. King voted for the
first time on Tuesday.
King’s voting adventure
was rather hectic. At his polling
place, one of the four electronic
voting machines and the paper
ballot scanning machine were
malfunctioning, causing him
an hour-long wait. Uncomfortable with having his paper ballot handled by a stranger, King
opted for the electronic voting
machine.
“It was long. It was tedious,” said King. “I can see
how we have a lot of voting issues because of the long lines.”
Similar to King, most
new voters initially faced difficulty with the voting process,
including problems with wait
time or lack of preparedness.
“It was my first time. I
didn’t really know what I was
doing,” said senior Joey Lally.
“I had a deep feeling that my

registration didn’t go through,
and I thought ‘aw I’m just going
to embarrass myself.’ So I gave
my license to the person and
they’re like ‘you’re good’ and
they gave me the ballot.”
“It was really confusing at
first,” said senior Liam Horgan.
“The ballot has a ton of things
on it. It’s two long pages of just
people you don’t know at all. I
did a paper copy since I don’t
trust technology. You basically
go up there, and you put it in
a concealer, and you give it to
them, and they put it in a scantron. It’s basically like the ACT.”
Senior Ryan MacDonald
was unaware that the ballot
had a back side.
“I mean, it would have
been nice to do (the backside)
because that’s a little blunder,
but I didn’t really know anything about the people that
you’d be voting on the back,”
said MacDonald.
Despite the hardships
of first time voting, most had
their experiences redeemed.
“I was really hoping I
wouldn’t make a wrong mistake, but deep down, I was
pretty confident on my votes,”
said Lally.
Horgan claimed to receive
three stickers, as opposed to

one, which most voters typically receive.
“I felt good. They gave me
like three stickers,” said Horgan. “Three stickers? I mean
that’s three stickers! Everyone
was patting me on the back
and congratulating me. I felt
very special.”
“A lot of it was boring—
just waiting for so long,” said
senior Tommy Hoffman. “But
once I finally got to vote, it was
cool to be able to hold my ballot and write down (my votes)
and just be a part of the community by turning it in and
getting my sticker.”
In contrast to the confusion and chaos many senior
voters experienced, senior
Patrick Hetlage was pampered
by his election officials with a
buffet of goodies that included
granola bars, candy, soda, and
Gatorade—red, white and blue
of course. Hetlage, who voted
around 6 p.m., had no queue
to wait in. His biggest worry
was whether or not the touch
screen on his electronic voting
device would function properly.
“I had to touch the button
on the machine like six different times to make sure I turned
my vote in,” said Hetlage. “I

know I’m only one vote, but I
kind of feel it’s important that it
gets in there.”
For many who voted before school, such as senior Jack
Perry, voting served as an ideal
way to begin the day.
“It was a really nice start
to my day because I felt like I
was able to lead with a sense of
accomplishment and pride in
being able to take part of the
election process,” said Perry.
“It was very gratifying and very
empowering.”
As first time voters, many
felt the need to research the
candidates and measures on
their ballots. Most senior voters
initially knew little about what
they would be voting for. Some
listened carefully to campaign
ads, others discussed the ballot
with their parents, and others,
like Perry, came into the election with a fully researched and
filled out practice ballot.
“I did a lot of research on
what was going to be on my
ballot specifically prior to going in and I filled it out on my
sample ballot that they mailed
to me,” said Perry. “Having that
there just helped me really have
a plan for when I showed up
to the polls so I didn’t have to
worry or struggle through any-

Did you vote in Tuesday’s election?

48
Yes

Of the 96 seniors who
responded to a Prep News
survey about voting,

4
No

52 said they were
eligible to vote
in this election.

Reed Milnor ’19.

thing I didn’t know.”
“I would say because I am
interested in politics in general
and really being able to vote to
me is something special in our
country and is not something
that should be put down or ignored. I encourage those who
aren’t as interested in politics to
get into it and at least see they
have a vested interest in the different candidates who are being put up around the country,”
said King.
“If you don’t know who
you’re voting for, you can’t really make an educated decision,” said senior Reed Milnor,
an Illinois resident. “If you base
your vote off of ‘oh which sign
did I see the most,’ that’s not really good.”
Of the 239 students in the
senior class, 98 were 18 before
or on election day, making
them—if they registered—eligible to vote. In a Prep News
survey, of the 52 students who
responded that they were eligible to vote, 48 of them voted in
the election. The reason some
did not vote varied between expired licenses and forgetting to

3
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register. Those who did register
encouraged other students to
register for the next election,
which, for Missouri residents,
will take place this spring.
“It’s your right to choose
to vote; it’s your right not to
vote. But I do think it is our
duty as a citizen of the United
States to vote,” said McCabe.
“It’s just that sense that ‘you
know you’re fulfilling your duties as a citizen. It’s almost an
initiation into being an adult
because you actually have a say
in what is going on in modern
day politics and how this will
affect our future.”
“It feels good to have your
true voice heard about the government,” said Lally. “I enjoyed
it a lot. I can’t wait until the next
election until all of us can vote
and have our voices heard.”
“For those who could
vote, I would encourage them
to do so just because it gives
you a feeling of responsibility
and doing a duty to (our country),” said Milnor. “And that
sort of goes with the process of
doing something. You see the
signs all over neighborhoods

No Shave November: Week Two

What has been the best and/or the worst thing about having a week’s worth of facial hair?
“It’s starting to get really itchy, so the
prediction came true. The best part
about it is that a lot of guys around “My neck is incredibly itchy,
the schools are starting to compare that’s probably the worst thing.”
moustaches, sideburns, and their
neckbeards.”

“The best thing is that I am now getting
facial hair, I like it. I like my face better
with facial hair. When my face is shaved,
I’m not sure why but I don’t like it. Worst
thing, like I said before, it starts stabbing
my neck, especially when I watch Netflix.”

Mr. Bradley Mueller.

Sophomore Nick Storer.

Senior Max Wilson.
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House; lower attendance fosters more
engagement
portunity for families to come

Senior Luke Alfaro demonstrating biology to a prospective family.

(continued from page 1)

monly asked questions.
“Often, families have
questions about how they afford a SLUH education, how
their son might be supported
through some of the different
departments outside of the interaction with their teachers, so
we set up seating areas unique
to different departments,” said
admissions director Ann Murphy.
The admissions team also
altered the procedure for registering and waiting in line for
tours. In recent years, the line to
register on the mezzanine level
in the Danis Field House was
often jammed up. Registration
tables were moved to the south

end of the Field House, eliminating congestion and making
the line look shorter.
Perhaps
the
biggest
change was the addition of the
new departmental tour, geared
towards families who had already visited SLUH in the past.
Instead of viewing the entire
school again, families were able
to visit specific departments
and parts of the building.
“Guys who had already
taken an Inside SLUH visit, for
example, could do the interactive experience which is an
interactive experience where
they could just go to places
they wanted to go to. It went
well. Probably about ten families choose to do it,” said assis-
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tant admissions director Adam
Cruz.
Families also got a sneak
peak at the soon-to-be-complete Innovation Lab in the
basement. An expert was on
hand to answer questions prospective families may have had
about the lab.
With other opportunities to see the school through
events such as SLUH Night
and Inside SLUH, the number
of attendees at Open House
has decreased over the years.
Smaller numbers have allowed
the admissions team to make
the Open House event more
engaging.
“Back in the old days, the
Open House was the only op-

on site, so, pretty consistently,
there would be a mass of humanity descending upon each
of the campuses for the literal
sprint through each campus.
Now, we’re trying to provide
more immersive experiences
with all of the different members of our school family,” said
admissions assistant Jennifer
Thomas.
More than 400 SLUH students played a role in the event,
showing prospective families
the many different facets of the
SLUH experience.
“I think our goal is to provide an opportunity for students to come here, to see the
campus if they haven’t, but also
to really engage with our community,” said Murphy. “This is a
day when everybody is here. It’s
all the faculty, coaches, clubs, all
of those intimate areas of support.”
Sunday’s Open House offered a close look at the many
individual pieces which make
SLUH a whole, and showed that
SLUH’s education goes deeper
than numbers and grades alone.
“We hope we made those
families feel that warmth, that
welcoming culture that SLUH
is known for,” said Thomas.
“And we hope we showed that
it’s not such a scary place where
you guys just study for 25 hours
a night.”
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Brighter and cleaner;
chapel changes
received positively

View of the chapel’s rennovations.

(continued from page 1)

held up there, and the lighting in here has just been
horrible,” said Rankin.
The chapel has not
changed setup since its construction in 1984-1985. The
clouds have been there ever
since as well.
“I think the change, removing the fabric, becomes
a little bit more important
when we realize how much
of a hazard it could be, as
far as the school having a
situation (with) a fire,” said
Rankin.
The removal of the fabric happened last week, and
started in the southeast corner. Each row took around
an hour to an hour and a
half to remove, and the entire process took around six
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to seven hours.
“It was realizing how it
was actually put up, cutting
all the wire down, making
sure we are not breaking
any fixtures or dropping
them,” said Rankin.
With the clouds now
taken down, the chapel is
more illuminated than before. The dust inside the
chapel has also diminished
greatly.
“Right now it is cleaner than it ever was,” said
Rankin.
For the time being, the
lights will remain in their
current state, but by 2020,
the chapel could potentially
be under renovation as part
of SLUH’s Go Forth campaign.

SLUH learns and shows off social justice practices in D.C.

Students and faculty under the Teach-In banner.

(continued from page 1)

Juan Hernandez. “It takes
you through the African
American experience, which
is a story that not that many
people are too familiar with.
It was cool for me to be able
to experience it.”
After their sightseeing
expedition, the group Metroed back to the hotel for
the conference’s first speakers and breakout sessions.
Breakout sessions
were hosted by speakers
such as the Rev. James Martin, S.J., who spoke about
welcoming LGBT Catholics
into the church, and Bishop
George Murray, S.J., an African American Bishop from
Youngstown, Ohio who
spoke about the Church’s
troubled history with racism
and that history’s impact on
the Church today.
Other speakers highlighted issues such as campus

activism, the recent clerical
abuse scandal, and the crises
plaguing central America.
One session, hosted by
Georgetown Prep teacher
Amanda Melder, focused on
“Men for Others in the Age
of #MeToo.” This session was
well-attended by SLUH students, whose awareness of
elite Jesuit school culture’s
contributions to sexism and
misogyny has been heightened by the recent Voices
of SLUH essay series. Many
SLUH students were surprised to hear that Georgetown Prep, which came
under intense scrutiny alongside now Supreme Court justice Brett Kavanaugh, had
no response to Dr. Christine
Blasey Ford’s allegations of
sexual assault. This caused
many students to reflect on
how our social justice efforts
at SLUH compare to those
elsewhere.
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been touched by the sense
of community and righteous
anger they felt.
“I thought it was really
cool how all the Jesuits from
all the different parts of the
country (and) even outside
the U.S. are all connected by
this one drive and cause of
trying to make something
better,” said freshman Lucas
Navarro. “I’m … more emotionally invested in these issues than I was before.”
The final day of the trip
was spent on Capitol Hill.
SLUH students were able
to visit the Missouri senators’ offices and advocate
on behalf of the issues of
mass incarceration and humane immigration reform,
the two focal points of this
year’s IFTJ. The group had
three pre-trip meetings in
which they did research on
these issues and prepared for
their advocacy meetings. The
group met with staffers from
both Senator Roy Blunt and
Senator Claire McCaskill’s
offices.

“My favorite part definitely had to be the advocacy on Monday. I put a lot
of work into researching immigration policy and I felt
like it paid off—I could have
good conversations with the
staff of Blunt and McCaskill,”
said junior Peter Curdt. “I
also feel like I understood
what they were telling me
at the same time, so that’s
just very rewarding. And I
thought we did a great job
as a group advocacy-wise.”
Hannick felt that the
group’s meeting with Senator
McCaskill’s staffer, Patrick T.
Bond, was particularly productive.
“(Bond) wanted the
conversation to continue.
He clearly wasn’t rushing
out of there, and (by) how
the group responded, it was
obvious I think to everybody as an outside observer
… that they could see our
preparation and the fluidity
of our students on their feet
to continue a conversation
on a deeper level other than

“SLUH is highly regarded in what we do, and what
a lot of the boys commented
on in the Georgetown Prep
MeToo discussion is that our
response to (the Kavanaugh
allegations) was pretty swift
and decisive, and we already
have plans for curriculum
and some other things with
the Voices of SLUH, so we
tend to be able to move pretty
quickly on things,” said math
teacher Craig Hannick, who
chaperoned the trip alongside Beugg and math teacher
Tracy Lyons. “I was always
thinking about when we had
our neighborhoods assembly and (how) when it was
over, there wasn’t a single
adult who spoke during that
assembly, so we trust our
students and we push them
out front to say ‘here’s what
SLUH represents.’”
By evening on Sunday
night, many attendees had IFTJ delegation preparing for Monday’s advocacy day.

just our scripted presentation,” said Hannick. “I was
very impressed with all of
our students, but especially at
that moment because it was
clearly not scripted, but that
we did ask some thoughtprovoking questions, and
that we were probing the issues, and that he also gave us
the opportunity to do that.”
Hannick, as a third-year
veteran of IFTJ, hopes that
sending students to this conference can give our school
better perspective in our
many social justice endeavors.
“It helps make SLUH a
better place because it gives
us the realization that we
don’t have all the answers,”
said Hannick. “When you’re
held to those expectations,
there is always an elitism that
is built into being the best at
something, and I do think
SLUH is the best at many
things, but there’s also a lot of
work we need to do.”
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39 years of fundamentals and the never-ending
A season of almosts: A
quest for better: Nicollerat’s time coaching at SLUH look back on the 2018
Justin Koesterer
SPORTS EDITOR

I

magine 1980.
Your parents were
probably in high school. The
iPhone wasn’t even close to
being invented. The likes of
AC/DС and Pink Floyd were
just becoming household
names the year a young Steve
Nicollerat took the helm of
the St. Louis U. High baseball
program.
Hired by the Rev. Ralph
Houlihan, S.J., ’52, Nicollerat had caught Houlihan’s
eye when Houlihan was the
principal of De Smet, where
Nicollerat was a high school
student and baseball player.
Houlihan watched as Nicollerat progressed through high
school baseball and then
through his college baseball
career at St. Louis University.
When Nicollerat was first
hired in 1979, there was a clear
transition between eras in
baseball, finishing Joe Vitale’s
nine-year baseball coaching
career. The expectations were
much higher than just being
a baseball coach, according to
Houlihan.
“We don’t hire coaches
mainly on their ability to win.
But the other side of that is
correct … our tradition has
been a winning tradition in
various sports, certainly in the
’50’s. Why in the football program is (current head coach
Mike) Jones the third coach in
60 years? Because Gary (Kornfeld) and Paul Martel were
such good coaches, and they
wanted to do it,” said Houlihan.
Nicollerat had big shoes
to fill. Over the previous quarter century, four excellent
men had run the program:
Joe Vitale, Tony Rubich, Rich

Steve Nicollerat in 2017.

Grawer and Dr. James Robinson, for whom our current
library is named.
“If you look at Robinson,
you look at Grawer, Rubich,
and you look at Vitale, they
were all very good teachers, very good men, and very
good coaches. Steve (Nicollerat) certainly filled all those
expectations,” said Houlihan.
Nicollerat, to Houlihan,
was a hands-down pick, so
much so that when there came
the vacancy in the program,
Houlihan looked at no other
applicants for the job.
“He was a person of very
good character. I knew he
was intelligent. I knew that
he knew that he had experience with college baseball and
therefore knew the game. I
had the recommendation of
his predecessor (Dr. James
Robinson), who was a scout
for the Chicago White Sox.
All of that. I don’t think we
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interviewed anyone else,” said
Houlihan.
During
Nicollerat’s
39 years as head coach, his
teams accumulated 29 district titles (26 consecutive at
one point), with the streak
ending only two years ago in
2016. His teams won the Sectional Championship 19 times
(the sectional championship
is the elite eight game in the
MSHSAA state baseball tournament). He’s seen 12 perfect
games or no-hitters, the most
recent coming two years ago,
when Weston Baker and John
Brinkman each threw a seveninning no-no two weeks apart
in April 2016.
“For the kids, they’re phenomenal. For a kid, it happens
maybe once in his career he
throws a no-hitter. You have
to be really respectful of that
moment for that kid, because
that happens once in a career,
in high school or college. It’s a

really important moment for
the team, and give the kid his
due. It’s a wonderful experience,” said Nicollerat.
In addition to his flashy
sectional wins and no-hitters,
Nicollerat has provided consistency and stable leadership to the SLUH baseball
program. In his 39 seasons
at SLUH, Nicollerat amassed
626 wins, with winning records in 36 of the 39 years he’s
coached. SLUH hasn’t had a
losing season since 1991, 27
years ago. Even then the team
still won the District Championship title.
Ironically, that 1991 season saw the start of the 26
consecutive district championships. Nicollerat, like other
successful SLUH coaches who
have stepped down, namely
former varsity water polo
coach Paul Baudendistel and
former varsity soccer coach
Charlie Martel, attributes his
success not to himself, but to
the dedication and perseverance of his students.
“I had great kids that
allowed themselves to be
coached. They were very pliable, so to say. You could
throw an idea out, and our
kids were always coaching.
Our kids were great. I think
the culture of our program
was to take pride in the little
things and when you get right
down to success and failure
it’s always in the details,” said
Nicollerat.
Apart from the no-hitters
and the District and Sectional
Championships, there are
plenty of unheralded memories which Nicollerat remembers vividly.
“I remember one day we
played at Waterloo and

SLUH soccer season
BY Blake
STAFF

Obert

T

he St. Louis U High soccer season was defined
in many ways as a season of
almosts. Despite lots of potential and many good performances, the team kept coming
up short in many of its games.
Their final record of 7-15-1
included nine games decided
by two goals or fewer and two
overtime losses.
The record, however,
did not reflect the team’s
performance in many of its
games this year; the Jr. Bills
lost many of the games they
controlled because of their
inability to score in crucial
moments. After finishing the
regular season, the team won
its first playoff game, but lost
in the District Championship
to Oakville.
“I think so much of the
record was out of our control,”
said coach Bob O’Connell. “At
St. Louis U. High, you never
get a break. If you look at the
teams we played, they all have
made deep runs into the playoffs.”
The team began the year
young and inexperienced and
facing a challenging schedule. Along with the many
new players, it was new coach
Bob O’Connell’s first year for
SLUH, following in the enormous footsteps of coach Charlie Martel.
“When you think back
to that first game against
Chaminade, Charlie (Martel)
only had four of our (current)
players on the team last year
and really only two of them
played,” said O’Connell. “By
the end of the season, the concontinued on page 6 fidence the guys had was night
and day.”
A clear problem in
many of the games was inexperience. As the season
progressed, players saw vast
and began to make mistakes. improvement, such as junior
Porterfield and Sherman had Ethan Joly, who early in the
a couple turnovers at 14-14
when Porterfield got the final point with a skip from
Sherman.
Schulze,
Porterfield’s
doubles partner from last
year, had the fewest number
of points scored against him.
He won his match 15-5, 153.
Juergens had a difficult
match against Joseph Schroeder from Lafayette. He won
the first game with ease, but
the second game gave way
to error. Juergens became
impatient and hit the ball
higher than his usual knee
height.
“I think I got a little lazy
and hit it harder rather than
lower and (controlling) the
ball,” said Juergens.
Learning from his mistakes in the second game,
Juergens came back in the

Rejuvenated racquetball regime returns
rowdy racquets to rout Nationals
BY Liam John
NEWS EDITOR

T

he racquetball hibernation is over. St. Louis
U. High varsity racquetball
launched the new season
with a shutout against Lafayette. The varsity squad will
be playing in the Top Seed
Tournament this weekend
and then rival Parkway West
on Nov. 13.
After two months of fall
practices, the coaching staff
decided the varsity roster
and announced it on Oct. 27.
The team from seeds one to
six is seniors Matt Hayes and
Ryan Lieser, juniors Andrew
Porterfield and Nick Schulze, senior Ryan Juergens,
and junior Tommy Phillips.
Seniors Zach Pavlisin and
Liam John will be the varsity
doubles team.
Hayes, who played No.
2 seed last year, returned to
varsity for his fourth year.

In his first match against
Lafayette, he played Adam
Delaney.
Hayes started his match
by giving up four points. Delaney kept up with Hayes for
the beginning of the match,
until Hayes started focusing
on the forehand, giving him
an advantage over Delaney.
“It is very unusual in
high school racquetball that
a player’s backhand is better
than his forehand, and (Delaney) is one of those kids,
but Hayes figured it out and
tried to play to his forehand,”
said head coach Robert Hoffman. “That really turned the
whole game around.”
Stuck in the second
game at 11-7 for several
turnovers, Hayes persevered
to lead 14-7. He served two
aces in a row. After a quick
turnover and a diving pinch,
Hayes won the match with a
lob which Delaney could not
return.

No. 2 seed Lieser, up
from No. 6 last year, had a
close match with his opponent Ethan Crocker. Lieser
was close to losing the first
game, but he was able to
maintain his energy while
Crocker tired. Before the
final point of the second
game, Crocker hurt his hip,
and called for a timeout.
When the game resumed,
Lieser won the match 15-14,
15-9.
Porterfield, who played
doubles last year, is also a
veteran of varsity. He won
his first game 15-12. The
second game was more challenging for him. Porterfield’s
opponent William Sherman
had an 11-4 lead over him
at one point in the second
game.
At 14-11 Sherman, Porterfield got a turnover and
soon earned three points
to make it 14-14 after Sherman got angry with himself

continued on page 6 Senior Reid Horton.

season had trouble finding
the net, but became the team’s
leading goal scorer, and junior
goalkeeper Peter Herrmann,
who emerged as a reliable
keeper throughout the season.
“Experience playing varsity soccer is crucial,” said
senior Alex Lehmann. “As
the younger guys gained that
experience, they really started
to get comfortable and made
some big plays for us.”
In addition to lack of
experience, many of the boys
had not played together, and
all of them had to get used
to playing with a new head
coach.
“I thought that (chemistry) would happen naturally, almost instantly,” said
O’Connell. “It doesn’t, I
learned that, but by the end I
feel like they were incredibly
close. I think everyone felt a
part of it.”
“I would say it took a
couple games (for chemistry
to form), said junior Charles
Neuwirth. “But ultimately we
sort of clicked together.”
The team had difficulty
scoring from the beginning,
averaging less than one goal
a game and being held scoreless in 11 of 23 games. One
reason behind this was a lack
of risk taking in shot selection
and sometimes simply poor
shots on good opportunities.
Another major factor in the
lack of scoring was their size,
as they found it hard to win a
lot of balls in the midfield and
to get their heads on the ball
in front of the net.
“A lot of the teams we
played had their biggest guys
at center back,” said Lehmann.
“It was difficult for us to get on
the end of those crosses and
finish those chances.”
On the defensive side of
the pitch, the team often let in
simple, avoidable goals. This
was another example of

continued on page 7
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Nicollerat mentors many on and off Natavi pro fratribus tuis; Swimbills
the field; teaches important lessons to compete in State

(continued from page 5)

Waterloo just hit the
ball all over the field, and the
wind’s blowing in, and we
were lucky. They got no runs,
but we had a chance in the top
of the 7th. We had a guy get
hit by a pitch. I think we bunted him to second, and then he
did a walking lead into third,
and then stole home, and we
won 1-0. I think those are the
things that our guys really
enjoy, was playing the game
and really surprising some
people,” said Nicollerat.
According to current
SLUH Athletic Director Chris
Muskopf, wins are important
at SLUH, but a great program
is defined by something more.
“Close to 40 years of
coaching, 600-plus wins, but I
think that what we strive for
and pride ourselves on is that
the wins are great, but a belief
that the wins come from confidence that you build in your
student-athletes, relationships
that you form with your student athletes, support that
you provide for other coaches
and student athletes,” said
Muskopf.
Senior Kolin King has
played varsity baseball at
SLUH both his sophomore
and junior years, has taken
hitting lessons from Nicollerat, and has attended Nicollerat’s various camps and seminars. Nicollerat has coached
King’s older brothers, Keaton
and Kaleb, and over the past
10 years, as the youngest King,
Kolin has watched Nicollerat
coach.
“He coached my brothers for years before I played
so I have been watching him
coach or have been playing for
him for the past 10 years or so.
I’ve really never known someone like Steve who knew so
much about the game. I mean,
he’s like a baseball encyclopedia and knows the game’s ins
and outs better than anyone,”
said King.
Such knowledge and
understanding of the game
translated well into Nicollerat’s players’ games as well.
Nicollerat taught fundamentals so well that SLUH was
often able to knock off MCC
rivals who were thought to be
better than them, proof of his
sound techniques.

“For years, SLUH teams
have not had the most talent
in the MCC and he was still
able to teach fundamentals so
well that we were able to beat
teams like Vianney time and
time again. Baseball-wise, he’s
one of the best around, but
what he was able to bring to
the table with helping young
men grow was for sure the
thing that he will be most
remembered for. He always
wanted to win, but, more
than anything else, he wanted to teach young kids how
to act like men with class so
that they could use that skill
for the rest of their life,” said
King.
In the dugout, Nicollerat was a great guy to be
around, and was well-respected among both players and
coaches. Besides King and the
many other Jr. Bills who have
played under him, Nicollerat has gained respect from
coaches who have coached
with and under him. History
teacher Tom Zinselmeyer
coached alongside Nicollerat
as his assistant coach on the
varsity level for 15 years, and,
to Zinselmeyer, his understanding of the fundamentals
of baseball was untouchable.
“His ability to break
things down as an educator to
his players or to his computer
science students, to break
things down into manageable
principles or ideas to work on
those. To work on one footwork, one singular piece of
footwork because in order to
understand the entire play of
a double play pivot, or a step
and throw in the outfield, or
hitting, you have to understand and master that one
step, and once you get to that
step you can go to that next
step,” said Zinselmeyer.
Nicollerat was a coach
on and off the field, helping
Zinselmeyer find creativity
in his teaching, his coaching,
and his relationships. A hallmark characteristic of a good
sports coach at SLUH is the
extension of their influence
beyond the dugout into other
regions of the SLUH community. Through his long-tenured time teaching incoming
freshmen computer science or
his outgoing attitude towards
students and teachers alike,

Nicollerat has embodied what
it means to be a good coach at
SLUH.
“Players can understand his breaking (things)
down, and that’s the exact
same reason why guys like
Mr. Hannick, Mr. Ehlman,
Mr. Corley, and Ms. Kissel
are fantastic math teachers,
because they can break down
steps to understand the entire
equation. That’s exactly what
Nicollerat is, on the baseball
level,” said Zinselmeyer.
Another unique characteristic of Nicollerat was his
never-ending search for better techniques. He did not like
to rest on the laurels of what
he knew, but was continually
looking for better techniques,
sounder fundamentals which
could mean winning or losing
the close games.
“We’re playing those
other schools; we gotta compete with other schools. And
I needed to provide a way that
our kids could tap into their
strengths, and our strength
was our awareness. We could
use that, and our guys were always open to being creative. If
we could win a game by stealing home, bunting a guy to
second, use a walking lead to
third …” said Nicollerat.
To his players and colleagues, Nicollerat was known
for being a fatherly man-forothers figure, providing life
lessons on and off the field.
“He taught his players …
that we represent a tradition
bigger than ourselves which
is a principle anyone who has
ever played for him has been
able to take with them for the
rest of their lives when they
become dads, hold a job, or
become coaches,” said King.
“You take that x’s and o’s
part and then you put in the
fact that he genuinely believes
that baseball is a vehicle for
growth in life, and that he
has a genuine passion that he
thinks you are his son, and
that he loves and cares for
you and wants you to succeed.
You put all three of those trifectas together and it becomes
untouchable.
Everything
he preached, everything he
taught, everything he coached
was always attached to a deeper level,” said Zinselmeyer.

Bulte named interim head
baseball coach
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Congratulations to Mr.
Ray Bulte, ’81, who was
recently named the interim head coach of the
SLUH varsity baseball
team. He will replace
Steve Nicollerat, who
retired from a 39-year
coaching career. Bulte
will begin his varsity
head coaching career this
coming spring. The Prep
News will run an article
on Bulte next week.
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Joe Feder and Nicholas
Dalaviras
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tudents wandering the hallways for the past two days
may have wondered where the
St. Louis U. High swim and dive
team has been. The answer is
simple: competing in the MSHSAA Swimming and Diving
Championships at the St. Peters
Rec Plex.
With a varsity squad that
has been undefeated in both
dual meets and invitationals this
season, the Bills are looking to
clinch the state title that slipped
through their fingers by just six
points last year. This year’s 18
state swimmers and divers have
placed themselves in impeccable position to cap off their thus
far perfect season.
This past Sunday, when the
Psych Sheets—a list of the top
32 swimmers in each event who
will be swimming at the meet—
was released on the MSHSAA
website, a frenzy erupted among
the swimmers, desperate to see
where they landed in the field
and calculate preliminary scores
heading into State Week.
“When I looked at the heat
sheet, I saw that it’s a really close
battle,” said junior Josh Brown.
“All top three teams are within
15 points of each other, so it’s
going to be really crucial that we
swim on Thursday to make finals and capitalize on our swims
Friday. Our divers are going to
be really key in scoring points
overall. It’s gonna be really close.
I’m really excited to watch how
it turns out.”
After analyzing each event

carefully and assigning points to
each swimmer according to his
seed, the Jr. Bills found themselves in third place, 30 points
behind Liberty and Lee’s Summit North. But this calculation
did not include diving, where
SLUH boasts three competitors
in freshman Sebastian Lawrence
and juniors Gabe and Max
Manalang, as opposed to Liberty’s one diver and Lee’s Summit
North’s absence of divers.
The 200 medley relay team
of freshman Cooper Scharff,
sophomore Mikhail Shulepov,
and juniors Andrew Zimmerman and Brown plan to start
off the state meet in a big way,
their goal time being the school
record set just last year, 1:36.70.
Exchange student Shulepov was
added to the relay to swim the
50-yard breaststroke leg just last
week at conference after dropping over seven seconds in the
last month of the season in his
individual 100 breaststroke.
The squad believes there
is room to improve upon their
season best of 1:38.98 from
conference because Brown has
recovered from the illness that
has plagued his season, and
Shulepov has worked over the
last week to become adjusted to
swimming in the relay. The relay
team, which is seeded fourth going into the meet, has its sights
set on beating the CBC relay and
placing in the top three.
Senior captains Joe Feder
and Daniel Fink and junior
Sean Santoni hope to dominate
the competition in the 200 freestyle, where Feder is seeded to
win. Feder and Fink both swam

in the A final (top 8) last year in
the 200 free, taking 5th and 8th
respectively behind a group of
record-breaking seniors. This
year, the senior duo hopes to
improve upon their placement
from last year, and Feder hopes
to break 1:40 and the school record with a goal time of 1:38.90.
Santoni did not swim the 200
last year at state, but after dropping five seconds during this
season, he is currently seeded
13th and has goals of a top ten
finish.
Junior Evan Lu and senior
Garrett Baldes join Scharff and
Brown in the 200 IM, and after
having two 200 IM finalists at
state last year, the group is aiming to get at least three of four
into the top 16 this year. Scharff
is seeded third but hopes to drop
three seconds to get his goal
time of 1:52.70 and hopefully
secure a top two finish.
In the 50 freestyle, also
known as the splash-and-dash,
Zimmerman, senior captain
Will Slatin, and sophomore Eli
Butters are all aiming for top 16
spots. Zimmerman and Slatin
are aiming to go under 22 seconds, which they have managed
off relay starts in the past, in order to hopefully make the top
16. Butters is seeded 19th and
hopes to sneak into the top 16 in
his first ever state swim.
Freshman Jonas Hostetler
has dropped chunks of time
progressively through the season in the 100 butterfly and is
confident that he can drop more
in order to get into the finals of
the event, where he is currently

continued on page 8

Shutout from Racquetbills shows
high hopes for coming season
(continued from page 5)

third with killer serves
and passes, allowing his opponent to make the errors.
He won 15-6, 11-15, 11-2.
“In the third game, I
tried to fix those things. I
looked to hit the ball low
and down the line and where
he was not,” said Juergens.
“It was really cool to play
varsity and something I’ve
been looking to do for the
past three years.”
No. 6 seed Phillips won
his first varsity match 152, 15-12 against Connor
Fitzgerald.
The doubles team of
John and Pavlisin—Pavliohn—won their match
15-1, 15-9. They played Alexander Stenger and Quinn
Graessle. The duo won their
points from their serves
and Pavlisin’s down the line
passes. Stenger and Graessle
switched positions after the
first match, and were able to
come back with nine points,

but nevertheless, the Jr. Bills
pulled through with the win.
“We swept them,” said
Hoffman. “It was really
cool, and there were some
tough matches in there and
it wasn’t a pushover. It was
about what I expected. I
was surprised, some of their
players really improved.”
Hayes, Lieser, and Porterfield will be playing in
the Top Seed tournament on
Saturday against the other

players with the same seed.
They will be playing at Vetta
Concord.
The varsity will take
on Parkway West Tuesday,
which is usually the toughest competition for the team.
Hayes will take on Mark
Duffie, whom he has lost to
in Nationals two years in a
row.
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Cross country returns to perennial powerhouse Varsity soccer seniors
ways, taking second at state meet
bid farewell excited
(continued from page 1)
plan, but the experienced runAt the beginning of the 102nd. After they all crossed the for future of program
Saturday who ran with those seniors, and what took place during that season took us a couple
years to come into fruition, but
it’s definitely something we have
been talking about a lot and we
felt like this team could be a top
four team.”
Fast forward to this past
week, and it all seemed to be a
reality for the team. Despite two
frustrating finishes at districts
and sectionals, the top seven
knew they still had the ability to
win.
“I know some people definitely doubted us in our District
and Sectional performances
in losing to some very good
Kirkwood and Lafayette teams
but I think our guys felt like
our goal was State,” said Porter. “We are going to make sure
we get to that line as healthy
and smart as we possibly can
and have our best day on the
day and that’s what we did.”
In the past, the travel team
runs the State course the day
before the race to talk through
race strategy, but due to rain
muddying the course, MSHSAA officials did not want runners to wreck it before the meet.
In order to fully understand the
course, the top seven huddled
around an iPad screen and
watched a video of the course
recorded by running journalist
Chris Auckley and discussed
strategy for the race.
“The guys kind of understood what the course was, what
it had to offer, and what it had
that would challenge you,” said
senior Patrick Hetlage, who has
run the course four times now.
“This is my fourth year in the
race, and now my fourth year
on this course, and I had a lot
to tell the guys and we were able
to do what we would have done
had we run the course the day
before.”
Some factors that affected
the varsity team was a pair of
seniors who, at the time of the
meet, weren’t feeling their best.
Senior Chris Staley was battling
a right hip flexor strain for two
months, and his recent heavy
load of biking and kinesiology
tape had prevented him from
running with his familiar stride
and race pace. Hetlage had been
struck with a virus around the
time of districts and he missed
a crucial team practice because
of it.
“That virus led to an ear
infection, and on top of it, just
being extremely sick and tired
and having headaches constantly. Fortunately, I was on medicine for most of the week, and
it helped get me back to almost
healthy, but at the same time,
I wasn’t really there yet,” said
Hetlage. “I fell asleep before we
even ate dinner the night before
the race. It was not the best situation. I still knew I had to run
well for the team.”
On the morning of the
big race, the team arrived to a
dense fog at the historic Oak
Hills Golf Center course, which
has hosted the state meet for 42
years. Walking the course, the
team found out that parts of the
two mile were altered because of
the rain, and they had to make
quick adjustments to their race

ners weren’t worried.
“We talked a lot this week
about racing with confidence
with the work we have put in,”
said Porter. “On Wednesday I
read to them how many miles
they had run in the first 12
weeks of the season to remind
them of how much work they
have put in, and no other team
is running as we can based on
the work we put in. If we put
our confidence in our workouts,
our workouts have been killer in
the last month, and the work we
have put in, we are going to have

third mile, one of the hardest
hills in Missouri faces the runners—Firehouse Hill. Here is
where the team talked the most
strategy to get moving, especially at the 4K mark. However,
most of the SLUH runners died
off in the final mile. Rackers’s
15:42 three-mile time (5:28
third mile) put him in 6th place.
Hetlage’s 16:02 (5:48) put him
in 22nd, Scott’s 16:05 (5:42) put
him in 25th, Staley’s 16:19 (5:44)
put him in 36th, Mittendorf’s
16:28 (5:47) put him in 47th,
and Milnor’s 16:34 (5:50) put

finish line, they waited anxiously
for the official results.
“We knew we were a trophy team knowing that our guys
were that close to each other,”
said Porter. “The question was
just knowing where we were going to be.”
At the team tent, the seven
and the Blue Army officially
found out they got second behind only Kansas City Jesuit
rival Rockhurst and ahead of
Lafayette and Kirkwood, two
teams that beat SLUH at Districts and Sectionals. The team

Junior Lucas Rackers (left) and senior Patrick Hetlage (right) at state.

a great day.”
In the first mile of the race,
the boys knew to take it conservatively, because the hype of
the race causes some runners to
take the first mile out in PR-like
times. Coming through the first
mile, Hetlage and junior Lucas
Rackers were in 12th and 13th
respectively with a 4:57 time,
followed by junior Noah Scott
(18th) with a 5:00, Staley (55th),
senior Reed Milnor (57th), and
junior Adam Mittendorf (58th),
and the team was in second
place overall.
“First mile, Patrick and
I decided to take it out a little
bit slower than the position we
wanted to finish at,” said Rackers. “We figured that first mile
was a little flatter, the other two
has more hills in them so our
idea was to stay further back,
then pick people off as we went
along.”
In the recent past, the team
has faded and lost its position
in the race in the second mile.
Appropriately nicknamed “bunny ears,” the course has long
stretches with 180-degree turns
that, if looked at from above,
look like bunny ears. The main
idea for the top seven was to stay
mentally strong in this mile and
slowly take over runners.
For almost all the runners,
it worked. Rackers and Hetlage
were still together with a 10:14
two-mile time (5:17 second
mile), but this time in 6th and
8th place. Scott’s 10:23 (5:23) put
him in 19th. Staley’s 10:35 (5:27)
jumped him up 17 spots to 38th
place. Mittendorf’s 10:41 (5:33)
put him in 53rd, Milnor’s 10:44
(5:36) put him back one spot to
58th.
“I felt like we were in a
good spot to move in the middle
mile and they did,” said Porter.
“We dropped points in the middle mile.”

him in 57th place.
“I was struggling on Firehouse, but I remembered what
we were talking about before,
just lengthening and picking
people off and some people
who gained a little but of ground
on me on the hill, I was able to
catch them at the top,” said Scott.
“Coach Porter was up there yelling at me and that helped too.”
At the end of the race,
Rackers came in first for SLUH
with a stellar race that SLUH
hasn’t seen in a while. He came
in 7th place with a time of 16:25.
Scott was the second SLUH finisher in 24th with a 16:41 time
with teammate Hetlage right
behind him with a 16:43 time to
place 25th and get the last AllState medal. Getting All-State is
one of the highest achievements
in the sport, and Scott was very
happy his hard-working senior
teammate Hetlage was able to
get one in his final State race,
and he was proud of himself too.
“I saw Patrick with around
200 to go and when I got to the
three-mile mark, something in
my head just made me start going really fast, I have never really found that gear before, it’s
a pretty cool feeling,” said Scott.
“Unfortunately, Patrick gave
in a little bit and I passed him.
I was hoping he got one of the
last spots, and luckily he was
able to really find something
and beat Zach Reed for that last
All-State spot. When I finished,
I didn’t know for sure that I
was All-State, but I knew I was
somewhere around there and
I was pretty confident I made
it. When I heard it, I was pretty
emotional because it was just a
culmination of months of work.”
For the rest of the seven,
Staley ran 17:03 for 42nd, Mittendorf ran 17:08 for 47th, Milnor ran 17:12 for 53rd, and junior Joe Callahan ran 17:36 for
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(continued from page 5)

how inexperience affected the team. The frequent
change of keepers in the beginning of the season made it
hard for one of them to adjust
to the varsity level of play.
Even though many of the
goals conceded were simple, a
large part of it was the defense
trying to do too much.
“We needed to connect through the mid instead
of playing the kick and run
game,” said senior Brian Lymberopoulos. “Once we started
to play the game simply, (our)
level of soccer skyrocketed.”
Even with the team’s
struggles, hopes always remained high. They very rarely
went into games discouraged
and almost always came out
after halftime ready to face
their opponents.
“I felt like they gave me
everything,” said O’Connell.
“They could have quit a long
time ago, but they never did.”
“It was amazing to see
how no one thought about
giving up,” said Lymberopoulos. “Most practices everyone
gave 100 percent and it was
awesome to see.”
Though this year’s season
has ended, the underclassmen
are looking to improve their
game as much as they can to
prepare to come back next
year, and hopefully find more
success.
“I hope that everybody
finds the best club team

that they can play on,” said
O’Connell. “We’ll use the offseason to focus on strength
and speed and things in the
weight room.”
The seniors, even though
their time on the pitch for
SLUH has ended, are hopeful
for the future of the program.
“Next year, especially
for the juniors, I’d say to just
enjoy every single day,” said
Lehmann. “I remember being in their shoes like it was
yesterday and now that it’s
all over I can’t believe it went
by so quick. I hope guys like
Charles (Neuwirth) can really
step up and lead next year’s
team and hopefully make a
deep run into the playoffs.”
“I’m excited to see where
next year’s team goes,” said
Lymberopoulos. “They have
some serious potential. It was
an honor to play with everyone on the team.”
As for the members of
the returning varsity team,
they are doing all they can
this offseason to get ready for
next year.
“Many of the other guys
and I are playing select,” said
Neuwirth. “We’re working as
hard as we can to keep the
team in the playoffs as long as
possible next year.”

leaped, hugged, and a few tears
were joyfully shed.
“It takes all seven of your
guys to run well,” said Hetlage.
“People may say it only takes
your top five, but it takes all
seven because if your 6 and
7 are way back and not being
competitive, then a lot of times,
your fourth and fifth won’t really
push themselves to run further
up for the team. So I think everybody did every well.”
“I was ecstatic,” said Scott.
“I was just so happy to share it
with the guys. The past couple
years being at State, we haven’t
had that finish we were looking for and the memories were
not so sweet, and this year to
have that positive finish and to
share it with the guys, especially
the seniors, who have meant so
much to me and the program,
was really really sweet, a really
cool experience.”
“We were super happy to
go one-two as the two Jesuit
schools in Missouri,” said Rockhurst junior Wes Porter via text,
who placed fifth overall at state.
“I feel like it will be a really fun
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott
rivalry between Rockhurst and The team before the districts final.
SLUH.”
SLUH and Rockhurst will
most likely be neck and neck
again, especially in the front
with Rockhurst’s Porter facing
off against SLUH’s Rackers.
“Rackers is a super-talented runner. In the state race,
I kept trying to lose him, but
he stayed close the whole time
until I could finally pull away at
the very end,” said Wes Porter.
“I can’t wait to race him more.
Rackers is a legit runner.”
“I want to beat Wes,” said
Rackers.
*scores do not include the projected diving
On the podium, the team
scores
received their medals and
smiled for their picture in a moment they will always remember
—projected by Will Slatin
as the time SLUH XC rose again.

Swim and Dive state
final projections*

Liberty: 235
SLUH: 210
Lee’s Summit North: 207
CBC: 178
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their curriculum. The Computer Department has now
taken their turn in participating in a department day,
something every department
has done this year.
Phone-a-Thon
In advance of the Bicentennial Pilgrimage next Friday,
November 16, alumni and
parents will be sending out
phone calls to the St. Louis U.
High community next week.
According to Director of
Annual Giving John Penilla,
the goal of the phone calls is
to raise money and gifts for
SLUH.

nese Food club met for the
first time. The club, started
by Chinese exchange student
Eric Wu, spent its time cooking Chinese food, and plans to
have many more meetings in
the future.

ACES, Campus Ministry,
Men for Life, Office of Equity
and Inclusion, and the Ignatian Family Teach-In for Justice Delegation co-hosted the
film called Day One for about
100 students and adults from
around the St. Louis area. The
night started off with a speech
given by sophomore Noah
Apprill-Sokol that explained
the ACES program and what
to expect from this film. After
the film, led by the teachers
and Principal Ian Gibbons,
S.J., those present participated
in a discussion about the film.

Faculty Retreat
While students took the day
off school Monday, the St.
Louis U. High faculty embarked on a retreat to the
Marianist retreat center in
Eureka. The faculty listened to
speeches from various Jesuits
in the SLUH community, and
spent time in individual and
Computer Department Day
small group reflection.

—compiled
by Ben Klevorn,
The Computer Department
Jusin Koesterer and Jared
took a day off school yester- Chinese Food
“Day One” Showing
Thornberry
day to look back and discuss Over the past week, the Chi- This past Thursday night,

Time cuts lead to high hopes for state swimming
(continued from page 6)

seeded painfully in 17th.
Brown, on the other
hand, is seeded to make the
final in 14th, but after placing
11th last year, his goal is to get
into the A final of the highly
competitive field and score
some lucrative points for the
Jr. Bills.
After finishing second
last year, Feder returns in
the 100 freestyle, the last individual event of his state career, and has his sight set on
victory, and breaking his own
school record. Slatin, Zimmerman, and Butters will be
charging behind him, trying
to final. Slatin and Zimmerman want to get a SLUH trio
into the A final and have goals
of 48 seconds to get themselves there. Butters is seeded
17th and hopes to get into the
top 16 with his swim.
After going 1-4 at conference, the 500 freestylers
have confidence going into
state. Freshman Ned Mehmeti and junior Patrick Moehn
had times good enough to be
consolated into the state meet
and are excited to try to prove

themselves at their first state
meet. Fink has been gunning
for the 500 free school record all season, so at state, he
hopes to place top three in the
event in school record-breaking fashion. Santoni is swimming the 500 for his second
year and wants to place in the
top eight and earn a medal
this year.
Feder, Slatin, Zimmerman, Brown are also chasing
after the only relay record
not set last year, the 200 freestyle relay, with a goal time of
1:26.34. The goal time would
beat the current school record by a full second, but the
swimmers have confidence
that their training has given
them the grit to get the time.
Lee’s Summit North
spoiled the Jr. Bills’ plans of
an wide-margin win by putting their best swimmers in
the 200 freestyle relay instead
of the 400 freestyle relay, like
they did all season; the swimmers confident that they have
a chance of beating the relay
from Kansas City and win the
event. They are seeded second
going into the meet.

Awake My Soul
Next Thursday,
November 15, the Senior
Pastoral Team will be
hosting Awake My Soul,
a night of Eucharistic
adoration, music, and
optional Confessions.
Two members of Senior
Pastroal team will be
giving a talk. The
evening will conclude
with social time and
refreshments. All high
school students are
invited!

AMDG

Calendar

Around the Hallways
Junior College Kickoff
Juniors and their parents
gathered in the Si Commons
Wednesday night to hear a
presentation from the College
Counselors about the college
application process. Director
of College Counselling Kevin
Crimmins spearheaded the
event, describing the timeline
for applicants and how the
entire process will go for the
year. English teacher Steve
Missey also gave a talk about
the college essay, specifically
how it ties into the junior
English curriculum at SLUH.

November 9, 2018

Scharff has proven that
he is able to win some tight
races against some of the
state’s best in the 100 backstroke during the regular season, and he hopes to do it one
final time in the extremely
competitive state final. Posting the third fastest time in
the state in just his freshman
year, Scharff is trying to keep
his momentum going into the
senior-heavy backstroke final
and possibly win the event
and break a school record.
Senior captain Jarrett
Schneider also has the final
swim of his career in the 100
backstroke at state and wants
to contribute as much as he
can, the goal being a top 16
finish.
Big time drops have been
the norm all season for Shulepov, Lu, and Baldes in the 100
backstroke. Breaststroke was
the only event at state last year
where the team did not place
anyone, but the trio this year
is in good position to change
that statistic. Shulepov and
Lu are seeded 10th and 11th,
and after dropping over ten
seconds combined on the sea-

son, a huge number in a 100yard event, they hope to better their seeds in order to get
into the A final. Baldes wants
to make a splash in his final
SLUH swim and is aiming for
a top 16 finish in the event.
To cap off the meet, the
400 freestyle relay of Scharff,
Fink, Slatin, and Feder have
their sights set on smashing
the school record set last year
by five seconds with a goal
time around 3:06. The squad
is seeded second in the relay
by just 0.19 seconds, so they
hope to improve on their season best time by a lot.
State finals splash down
at 10:00 a.m. today and will
be live streamed on MSHSAA.org. The Jr. Bills are in
good shape to finish off their
perfect season with their first
state championship since
2003, so stay tuned to Twitter
for updates on how the team
finishes.
“Just as the cookie cutter shark systematically tears
flesh out of its vulnerable prey
so too will we rip the souls
out of our competition,” said
Brown.

District Honor
Choir
Daniel Gatewood
Ethan Schmidt
Anthony Gartner

District Concert
Band

Bryce Van Bree—1st Chair Flute
Bryce Van Bree—1st Chair Piccolo
Jakub Gorzko—3rd Chair Alto Sax
Justin Koesterer—5th Chair Trumpet
Michael Krausz—7th Chair Trombone
Brendan Carr—3rd Chair Percussion

District Jazz Band
Justin Koesterer—1st Chair Trumpet
Erald Murati—3rd Chair Trumpet
Michael Krausz—2nd Alt. Trombone
Chris Hartung—1st Chair Guitar

Friday, November 9

Regular Schedule
Swimming & Diving MSHAA Championship
Loyola Santa Shop
AP
Senior Class Mass
University of Cincinnati
Snack—Mozzarella Cheesestick
Lunch Special—Philly Cheesesteak
Vegetarian—Mashed Potatoes
3:30PM JV1-1 Racquetball vs Chaminade

Saturday, November 10
Alumni Remembrance Mass
Varsity Racquetball Top Seed

Sunday, November 11
NXN Regional
Clavius Project FLL Qualifier

Monday, November 12
Loyola Santa Shop
AP
Liturgical Choir Rehearsal
Snack—Chicken Bites
Lunch Special—Chick-Fil-A
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
6:00PM Phon-a-Thons

Tuesday, November 13
Loyola Santa Shop
AP
Liturgical Choir Rehearsal
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Lo Mein
3:30PM V-1 Racquetball vs Parkway
JV1-1 Racquetball vs SLUH
JV1-2 Racquetball vs SLUH
JV2-1 Racquetball vs Parkway

Wednesday, November 14

Regular Schedule

Regular Schedule

Regular Schedule

Loyola Santa Shop
AP
Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch Special—Brunch for Lunch
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
4:00PM JV2-2 Racquetball vs Lafayette
V-2 Racquetball vs Lafayette
5:00PM Swim Banquet

Thursday, November 15
Loyola Santa Shop
AP
NHS Meeting
Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Pasta
4:00PM SLUH Day Phonathon
6:00PM Awake My Soul
7:00PM Open Mic

Friday, November 16
Bicentennial Pilgrimage
Loyola Santa Shop		

Regular Schedule

Special Schedule

calendar | Ben Klevorn

SLUH Tweet of the
Week: St. Louis U. High
@sluhjrbills
Greetings future #JrBills from ESPN analyst
@TaylorTwellman (SLUH ’98)! Hope you
can join us at Open House today until 4pm.
#SLUH200

